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Along with the ongoing debate about mega-project–based urbanism (Benjamin, 2008; Goldman, 2011; 

Rouanet and Halbert 2015), a series of opposing concepts of  large-scale urban development have been 

espoused as either  a tool of capital (Flyvbjerg 2005, Harvey 2008), or as a space for growth and ambition 

(Glaezer 2011). "Machiavellian Megaprojects" (Flyvbjerg 2005) and spectacular mega-events (Gruneau and 

Horne 2016) draw the interest of sociologists, geographers, economists, and experts in management, since 

they demand vast resources and coordinated effort to be successfully accomplished and to benefit the many. 

The 2007 15th Pan American Games in Rio de Janeiro, the 2008 Summer Olympic Games in Beijing, the 2010 

XIX Commonwealth Games in Delhi, the 2014 World Cup in Rio de Janeiro, together with other international 

events (world fairs, World Cups, transnational summits, etc.), testify to the fact that developing countries 

have entered the global circuit of mega-events to amplify their global visibility and exposure. The 2013 27th 

Summer Universiade in Kazan (Makarychev and Yatsyk, 2014), the 2014 Sochi Winter Olympics (Müller, 

2012, 2014,  Petersson & Vamling, 2013. Trubina 2015), and the 2018 World Football Cup (eleven host 

cities) are just the few of many events that mark the current state of affairs in Russia. The controversies 

behind their preparation draw the attention of the media and experts.  

 

This conference invites papers that investigate the policy transfer, governance, problems, risks and impacts of 

large-scale projects and ways to promote and contest them. How does the acquisition of the tangible and 

intangible benefits of the projects and events (e.g., tourism, image enhancement, and place making) by the 



 

hegemonic actors coexist with the losses (i.e., social dislocation) on the part of the local population? Who 

gains from mega-events? Why do they remain popular in spite of the significant number of failures? What are 

the connections between launching mega-events and the status quo? Why are many “innovations” emulated 

and replicated? The conference aims to identify similarities, as well as significant differences across cases, 

seeking to advance both the conceptualization of large-scale projects and a greater civic participation and 

sense of ownership of them. We seek to bring together scholars working on issues related to revisiting the 

relationship of mega-events, post-socialist capitalism, uneven development, and emerging economies. We 

seek papers that move beyond the optimistic narratives of mega-events as drivers of urban growth to 

theorizing the complexity of urban governance in times of austerity. These papers should rethink the 

globalization of mega-event production and design and document the emergence of alternative models for 

launching and organizing projects and events. They should deal with the relationships of these events to 

structures of labour and class, as well as the priorities of sustainable development.  

 

Conference topics 

Contributions related but not limited to the following topics are expected:  

 The links among mega-events, sport, global consumerism, and nationalism   

 The lure of the grandeur: mega-events and  festivals  

 Mega-events, populism, and the global search for “positivity’  

 Mega-events and their role in the promotion of places, regions, and countries   

 Mega-events and urban development   

 Peculiarities of the connections between the global and the local in the run-up to Russian 

mega-events  

 Academic collaborations with those involved in the run-up to mega-events   

 Mega-events, collective memory, and cultural representations   

 International organizations and their role in  mega-event implementation 

 Mega-events legacies: risks and benefits  

 Mega-events and the regime of austerity.  

 

Conference languages: English, Russian 

 

Keynote speakers: 

 

Professor John Horne (University of Central Lankashire) 

Professor Carlos Vainer (Universidade Federal do Rio de Janeiro) 

Professor Martin Mueller (Zurich University) 

Professor Elena Trubina  (Ural Federal University, Russia) 

Professor Gulnara Valiahmetova (Ural Federal University, Russia) 

 

Application requirements: 

 

Please submit an extended abstract (1500–2000 words in English or Russian) by February 1, 2016, to the 

following e-mail address: elena.trubina@gmail.com. The submissions should include the speaker’s name, 

place of work and position, as well as the contact address, phone number, e-mail and the title of the proposed 



 

paper (on a separate page). 

 

We will let participants know by February 8, 2016, whether they have been accepted. The abstracts will be 

placed on the conference website. We are aiming for this conference to lay a strong foundation for a possible 

special issue of a high-impact journal.  

 


